Annual Meeting

Opportunities for Social Work in New York City During a Time of Crisis

Dr. Jacqueline B. Mondros Delivers Keynote Speech

On the evening of May 14, 2009, over 450 social workers gathered in the UFT Auditorium for NASW-NYC’s Annual Meeting entitled: A Community Organizer in the White House: Discerning Opportunities for Social Work in New York City During a Time of Crisis. Featured Keynote Speaker, Dr. Jacqueline Mondros, Dean of the Hunter College School of Social Work, highlighted the significance for the social work profession of having a community organizer as President of the United States, noting the ways in which President Obama’s hands-on experience as a grassroots organizer is closely related to the practice, skills and values of social workers and the social work profession. She drew attention to the lessons that social workers could learn from President
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Continuing Education Begins This Fall

In November 2009, NASW-NYC commences its Fall Continuing Education Program with a diverse array of offerings that will engage your intellect and enrich your professional practice. As always, NASW-NYC is committed to delivering programming of the highest quality to meet the continuing education and professional development needs of social workers. The Fall 2009 Program features new additions to the curriculum and includes courses on high-demand topics that continue to be well-attended year after year.

Social work ethics will be examined with a fresh eye in the course Ethical Decision-Making in Changing Times with Dr. S. J. Dodd. Concerns and challenges that can arise from the proliferation of technological avenues of communications will be explored, major schools of ethical thought will be covered, and the NASW Code of Ethics will be discussed. Community organizing skills and principles can be valuable to all social work practice methods. Attend Community Organizing for the New Era: Crucial Roles and Skills for All Social Workers, and learn how social workers can increase their effectiveness as practitioners through the application and integration of the strategies that have long served community organizers.

Tension can rise when the conversation turns to issues of race, culture, class or sexual orientation. The workshop on facilitating challenging dialogues on these topics, led by Dr. Cheryl Franks and Joan Adams, will provide practical guidance and strategies to aid participants in navigating the dimensions of these potentially complex situations. Advanced Group Work practitioners will have a unique opportunity to deepen their understanding of group process, sharpen their facilitation skills and apply effective interventions in Judith White’s workshop: The Role of the Group Leader in Addressing Conflict: A Workshop for
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Message From The President

September - A New Beginning

The September issue of *Currents* is an especially exciting one for me as it represents a new beginning. For those of you who study and teach social work, it is the start of the new academic year. For all of us at the National Association of Social Workers – New York City (NASW-NYC) Chapter office, it is the new beginning of the Chapter program year. This includes staff, committee, task force and Board leadership, and all the almost 10,000 members of the Chapter including those of you who are new members or may be reading this column and planning to join.

We are currently planning our annual retreat which will take place in late October. This is a time when Chapter staff and volunteer leaders come together, greet new Board members and officers, including our new President-Elect, Dr. Susan Nayowith, and under the able leadership of our Executive Director, Dr. Robert Schachter, lay the groundwork for the 2009-2010 program year. The Chapter’s 2008-2011 Strategic Plan, which lays out goals and objectives including workforce and licensing, promotion of diversity and anti-racism, professional education, and other important issues of concern to the Chapter and its members, will be a focal point of this year’s retreat.

For all social workers, education is the foundation of our profession. Since Mary Richmond and others took up the challenge of Alexander Flexner at the turn of the 20th century to make social work a profession with a transferable body of knowledge and a professional code of ethics, we as social workers have continued to strengthen our position as a lead helping profession in New York, nationally and around the world. We are privileged in New York City to have so many top-ranking schools of social work that educate influential practitioners and scholars. At the Chapter office, we have a continuing education program that meets the highest standard of excellence for post-masters professional education.

Regrettably, to date, New York State is the only state in the nation without mandated continuing education requirements as a condition for maintaining professional licensing status. NASW-NYC, in collaboration with other social work membership organizations in New York State, is examining options for strengthening the 2002 Social Work Licensing Law in a number of ways, including continuing education (It is likely that such a requirement would take some time to be enacted.)

Although continuing education may not be required to maintain licenses, NASW-NYC members can immediately take advantage of the exceptional course offerings of the Chapter Continuing Education Program. The Program’s outstanding planning committee, coordinated by NASW-NYC’s consultant, Kate Schaper, works hard to develop a continuing education curriculum that is relevant to all methods of social work practice and covers the entire academic year. Planning Committee members include Dr. Portia Adams, Dr. Helen Crohn, Dr. Elaine Gerald, Dr. Rick Greenberg, Dr. Beatrice Plasse, Ms. Lynne Spevack and Dr. Lala Straussner.

Workshop offerings cover a broad array of topics and substantive areas of interest and concern to members, including advanced clinical courses, diversity and anti-racist workshops, management, policy, and advocacy skills-building programs, and courses covering many other content areas. Highly-rated preparatory courses for members preparing to take New York State social work licensing examinations at both the LMSW and the LCSW levels are also offered by the Chapter.
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**Message From the President-Elect**

**Entering a Period of Seamless Transition**

Susan A. Nayowith, Ph.D., LCSW, Director, Office of Client Advocacy, NYC Development of Homeless Services

I am excited you have elected me as the next President of the New York City Chapter of NASW. Since NASW provides a seamless transition period between presidents, I will serve as President-Elect for one year. I look forward to my continued collaboration with our current President, Pat Brownell, our current board members, our incredible executive director, Bob Schachter, and our very talented staff. In addition, I would like to thank Bea Hanson, our current Secretary of the Board. Following our very close election, I am pleased she will remain on the Board where we can benefit from her knowledge and commitment.

During the transition I will study issues important to our members. Three come to mind: dwindling resources, our traditionally poor image and low pay, and licensing issues. The new licensing law impacts agency and individual practice and has many implications for other aspects of social work as well, including social work education and training.

For example, field instructors need to be licensed to take their SIFI and supervise students; without a license they cannot train others. However, many MSW graduates work in areas like administration or policy where they find licensing irrelevant and feel no need to take the LMSW exam. Agencies will not be able to recruit the social workers they need because they do not meet the criteria for LCSW supervision. New professionals find it difficult to get the required experience in agencies to pursue the LCSW because the current definition of what constitutes clinical practice does not cover all types of work that many social workers would consider to be clinical social work.

Tell me my work at a Community Mental Health Center with deinstitutionalized people living in an SRO was not a clinical setting, or, that a settlement house or government social service program engaging, sheltering and obtaining services and housing for homeless individuals and families was not clinical social work. We were supervised by social workers and worked on multidisciplinary teams with psychiatrists, medical and psychiatric nurses and other professionals. We need to return to our roots, be proud to serve those in need in both traditional and non-traditional settings and find ways to broaden the definition of clinical practice.

What is the best way to train for work in our agencies and communities? How do we create realistic expectations of our roles? How do we make NASW attractive and relevant to new professionals by strengthening our professional image, increasing salaries and improving working conditions? What are the pathways to obtain credentials (education, experience, supervision) for responsible practice? These are some of the issues I will focus on during my year as President-Elect.

---

**Correction**

There was a misprint in the June 2009 issue of *Currents.*

The correct phone number for VISIONS/Services for the Blind and Visually Impaired is (212) 625-1616.
Obama’s ability to use the opportunity of crisis to effect positive change. She suggested that the social workers could emulate his methodical and pragmatic approach to help rebuild the profession. Her remarks were sobering and at the same time, struck a chord of hope and offered concrete steps for action.

First, Dean Mondros underscored the importance of reducing the divisions within the profession. She cited the need for consensus among social workers if the profession is to stay alive, much less flourish. Second, Dr. Mondros encouraged social workers to embrace “interdisciplinarity” – collaborating with other related professions in order to better serve clients and communities.

Finally, Dean Mondros spoke of the necessity to ensure the continued vitality of the social work profession. “Social workers are in the thick of the action, but the public and the people in power don’t know [they] are there,” she stated as she articulated the need for social workers to communicate what they do every day to address issues at the forefront of the Administration’s agenda. She also spoke about the need for the profession to be seen as relevant and exciting by young people, and noted that many who would be poised to enter an MSW program, based on their undergraduate degrees, ultimately choose to pursue other professions.

The Chapter’s Executive Director, Dr. Robert Schachter, began his annual report by inviting attendees to re-invoke the feelings they had on the evening of November 4, 2008, when Barack Obama was elected as our 44th president. He suggested that a similar kind of energy and hope was needed to deal with the challenges confronting the world, as well as the profession of social work, and he pointed to the steadiness and professionalism of President Obama to serve as a model for social workers in facing the challenges at the forefront of our profession.

The evening unfolded and honorees were acknowledged, student award recipients were recognized, and the profession was celebrated. Joan Serrano Laufer was the recipient of the Chapter Service Award. Ms. Laufer has made numerous contributions to the profession, including her work at the Chapter as Co-Chair of PACE.

Dr. Megan McLaughlin, First Vice President of the NASW-NYC Board of Directors, presented four Social Work Image Awards this year to social workers who exemplify outstanding leadership and service. Honorees were Cynthia Wolff of 1199, Susan Lob of Voice of Women Organizing Project, Jenny Crawford of Bronx Defenders and a team of six social workers at Coney Island Hospital: Lorna Campbell, Anna DeSantis, Charmaine Gentles, Tim Martin, John Prakasam and Wendy Gemelle.

The NASW Student Award was presented to ten students including: Ronald Assue, Adelphi University School of Social Work; Allison Brown, Hunter College School of Social Work; Ivaldo Costa, Long Island University School of Social Work; Joan Edwards, Touro College Graduate School of Social Work; Deirdre Drohan Forbes, New York University Silver School of Social Work; Raquel Fraser-Martinez, Yeshiva University Wurzweiler School of Social Work; Justin Freitas, Fordham University Graduate School of Social Service; Kristina Lehmann, Lehman College School of Social Work; and Lauren Polakoff, Columbia University School of Social Work. The Georgia McMurray Award was presented to Columbia University School of Social Work student, Julianna Gwiszcz.

As attendees stood at the end of the program for a collective reading of an affirmation, led by Executive Committee member, Gwendolyn Butler, the room swelled with hope and pride in recognition of the myriad roles that social workers play in their work, every day.

Left: Members of NASW-NYC and their guests peruse their programs while they wait for the 2009 Annual Meeting to begin. Right (from left to right): Dr. Robert Schachter, Executive Director, NASW-NYC; Joan Serrano Laufer, Chapter Service Award Winner and co-chair of NASW-NYC PACE; Launa D. Kliever, Associate Director, NASW-NYC; Tess Gilman, NASW-NYC intern.
Annual Meeting Co-Sponsors
NASW-NYC thanks the many organizations that co-sponsored the 2009 Annual Meeting. Social workers appreciate the meaningful contributions of these organizations which enhance the Chapter’s advocacy and programming.

**President’s Circle of Support**
- Federation Employment and Guidance Service (FEGS)
- Hamilton-Madison House
- Institute for Community Living
- Jewish Board of Family and Children Services
- Jewish Child Care Association
- New York Freudian Society
- Safe Horizon
- The Children’s Aid Society
- YAI/National Institute for People with Disabilities

**Contributors**
- Agenda for Children Tomorrow
- Asian American/Asian Research Institute - CUNY
- Brooklyn Bureau of Community Service
- Center for Urban Community Services
- Century Direct, Inc.
- COFCCA
- Comunilife, Inc.
- Dames Reid, LLC
- David Lebenstein, Colliers, ABR
- Federation of Protestant Welfare Agencies
- Forestdale, Inc.
- Gerstein Fisher & Associates
- Good Shepherd Services
- HANAC, Inc.
- Metropolitan Center for Mental Health
- National Black Leadership Commission on AIDS
- New York Academy of Medicine’s Social Work Leadership Institute
- New York Asian Women’s Center
- Ronald Fatoullah & Associates
- Safe Space
- Search & Care
- St. John’s Place Family Center
- Staten Island Behavioral Network
- The Bridge, Inc.
- United Neighborhood Houses
- VISIONS/Services for the Blind and Visually Impaired

**NASW’s Partnering Schools of Social Work**
- Adelphi University
- School of Social Work
- Columbia University
- School of Social Work
- Fordham University Graduate School of Social Service
- Hunter College School of Social Work
- Lehman College School of Social Work
- New York University Silver School of Social Work
- Touro College Graduate School of Social Work
- Yeshiva University Wurzweiler School of Social Work

**Supporting Labor Unions**
- 1199 SEIU United Healthcare Workers East
- District Council 37
- SSEU Local 371
- United Federation of Teachers

First Vice President Dr. Megan McLaughlin presents a Social Work Image Award to Cynthia Wolff, Vice President, Albany South Region, 1199 SEIU for her efforts on behalf of the social work workforce.

Executive Committee Member, Gwendolyn Butler, leads the audience in a collective reading of a social work affirmation.
CONTINUING EDUCATION
FALL 2009

Capitalizing on the Effectiveness of Cognitive Behavioral Treatment Across Social Work Practice Settings
Susan Dowd Stone, LCSW
Mondays, November 2 & 9, 2009

Child and Adolescent Bereavement Theory and Treatment
Christopher S. Kido, LCSW and C.V. Koh, MD
Tuesday, November 3, 2009

Agency Recordkeeping and Charting: How to Effectively Document Your Work
Gail Winter, LCSW
Wednesday, November 4, 2009

The Role of the Group Leader in Addressing Conflict: A Workshop for Advanced Group Practitioners
Judith C. White, MS, LCSW, CGP
Thursday, November 5, 2009

Fostering Empowerment and Recovery with Adult Survivors of Childhood Sexual Abuse
Ruth Forero, Ph.D., LCSW
Saturday, November 7, 2009

The Self of the Social Worker: A Multicultural Perspective for Clinical Practitioners
Kenneth V. Hardy, Ph.D.
Mondays, November 10 & 17, 2009

I’ve Been Promoted to Manager! Now What?
Alan B. Siskind, Ph.D., LCSW
Tuesday, November 10, 2009

Integrating Spiritual Philosophy and Clinical Practice
Jeffrey Seinfeld, Ph.D.
Wednesday, November 11, 2009

Facilitating Challenging Dialogues on Race, Culture, Class, and Sexual Orientation in Social Work Settings
Cheryl L. Franks, Ph.D. and Joan M. Adams, LCSW
Thursday, November 19, 2009

Implementing Strategic Planning for Maximum Impact
Karun K. Singh, Ph.D., LCSWR, CSWM
Saturday, November 21, 2009

Helping Families with Substance Abusing Members: A Systemic-Motivational Approach
Peter Steinglass, M.D.
Monday, November 30, 2009

Community Organizing for the New Era: Crucial Roles and Skills for All Social Workers
Irma E. Rodriguez, LMSW
Wednesday, December 2, 2009

Enhancing Clinical Outcomes by Utilizing DSM-IV-TR
Martha Gabriel, Ph.D., MSW
Saturday, December 5, 2009

Combating Anxiety and Depression: Strategies that Work
Lynne Spevack, LCSW
Sundays, December 6 & 13, 2009

Record Keeping for Private Practitioners
Gail Winter, LCSW and Paul Kurzman, Ph.D., ACSW
Monday, December 7, 2009

Ethical Decision-Making in Changing Times: C U 4 UR aptt. @ 6?
S. J. Dodd, Ph.D., MSW, MEd.
Tuesday, December 8, 2009

Look for the brochure in the mail in mid September. For more information about registration, visit our website at www.naswnyc.org or call (212) 668-0050 x235.
NASW-NYC’s Annual Addictions Institute on May 27, 2009 featured keynote speaker Timothy O’Farrell, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology at Harvard Medical School and the Director of the Families and Addictions Program at the VA Boston Healthcare System. Dr. O’Farrell, who also directs the VA’s project on marriage counseling for alcoholics, shared that he feels very close to the social work profession and has been significantly influenced by social workers, including Margaret Bailey, who did pioneering work with the wives of alcoholics, and by his first supervisor, who was a social worker.

Dr. O’Farrell shared the observation that among couples, when one partner drinks or abuses substances, the other partner suffers. The outcome is often distrust and distancing, resulting from conflict and lying about the substances. Partner violence, job loss and the suffering of children are also common. The point is that substance abuse problems and family problems often go together, that they are intertwined. He said that when both are addressed, there are better outcomes compared to treating the individual alone. Relationships fare better, there is decreased partner violence and decreased child distress, even though the child is not in treatment.

There are two primary objectives of behavioral couples therapy (BCT): to support abstinence and to improve relationship functioning. Dr. O’Farrell said that BCT is suitable for married couples and couples living together who are both willing to work on the problem. When both partners want to see an end to the substance abuse, BCT does very well. Although BCT is not appropriate for situations where there is a likelihood of severe violence, he said that 65% of all couples that his project has worked with have experienced some degree of violence. He said that violence is significantly reduced through BCT and only 5% of all couples are ruled out for this.

One of the primary points in BCT is to build support for abstinence. This starts with a focus on the issue of lying, which is in the forefront of treatment in the beginning. Dr. O’Farrell underscored the significance of lying in destroying relationships. He said that trust is built through rewarding abstinence, although it is not obvious that abstinence should be rewarded. He reviewed what his program calls the “daily trust discussion” in which the abusing partner states that he or she did not drink or use drugs yesterday, has no plan to do so today or tomorrow, and the other partner responds by saying “thanks.” He said that he starts people off using a script, but they move on to putting things into their own words. He emphasized that the focus is on the present and the future, not on the past.

BCT also focuses on relationship issues with an emphasis on increasing positive activities and communication skills. Other components of BCT include maintenance and relapse prevention and an action plan to keep the partner safe from potential violence. One of the points that Dr. O’Farrell shared is that it is better to avoid getting into an argument when a partner relapses. Arguing at such times increases the risk of violence.

Dr. O’Farrell is the author of Behavioral Couples Therapy for Alcoholism and Drug Abuse. This book can be ordered through a link on NASW’s website. It is also noted that NASW-NYC will hold a workshop, “Helping Families with Substance Abusing Members: A Systemic-Motivational Approach” by Peter Steinglass, M.D., on November 30, 2009.

One of the primary points in BCT is to build support for abstinence. This starts with a focus on the issue of lying, which is in the forefront of treatment in the beginning. Dr. O’Farrell underscored the significance of lying in destroying relationships. He said that trust is built through rewarding abstinence, although it is not obvious that abstinence should be rewarded. He reviewed what his program calls the “daily trust discussion” in which the abusing partner states that he or she did not drink or use drugs yesterday, has no plan to do so today or tomorrow, and the other partner responds by saying “thanks.” He said that he starts people off using a script, but they move on to putting things into their own words. He emphasized that the focus is on the present and the future, not on the past.

BCT also focuses on relationship issues with an emphasis on increasing positive activities and communication skills. Other components of BCT include maintenance and relapse prevention and an action plan to keep the partner safe from potential violence. One of the points that Dr. O’Farrell shared is that it is better to avoid getting into an argument when a partner relapses. Arguing at such times increases the risk of violence.

Dr. O’Farrell is the author of Behavioral Couples Therapy for Alcoholism and Drug Abuse. This book can be ordered through a link on NASW’s website. It is also noted that NASW-NYC will hold a workshop, “Helping Families with Substance Abusing Members: A Systemic-Motivational Approach” by Peter Steinglass, M.D., on November 30, 2009.

One of the primary points in BCT is to build support for abstinence. This starts with a focus on the issue of lying, which is in the forefront of treatment in the beginning. Dr. O’Farrell underscored the significance of lying in destroying relationships. He said that trust is built through rewarding abstinence, although it is not obvious that abstinence should be rewarded. He reviewed what his program calls the “daily trust discussion” in which the abusing partner states that he or she did not drink or use drugs yesterday, has no plan to do so today or tomorrow, and the other partner responds by saying “thanks.” He said that he starts people off using a script, but they move on to putting things into their own words. He emphasized that the focus is on the present and the future, not on the past.

BCT also focuses on relationship issues with an emphasis on increasing positive activities and communication skills. Other components of BCT include maintenance and relapse prevention and an action plan to keep the partner safe from potential violence. One of the points that Dr. O’Farrell shared is that it is better to avoid getting into an argument when a partner relapses. Arguing at such times increases the risk of violence.

Dr. O’Farrell is the author of Behavioral Couples Therapy for Alcoholism and Drug Abuse. This book can be ordered through a link on NASW’s website. It is also noted that NASW-NYC will hold a workshop, “Helping Families with Substance Abusing Members: A Systemic-Motivational Approach” by Peter Steinglass, M.D., on November 30, 2009.

New NASW-NYC Website

Coming Soon

The NASW-NYC website is being updated to include more information for our members.

Look for an e-mail from us in early October with information about new procedures for member login.
Ersa Hines Poston, female pioneer in the U.S. Civil Service and social worker, passed away at the age of 87 on January 7, 2009. Ms. Poston held numerous positions in the New York State government and was a respected administrator in state and federal arenas. She served as the first Black female at the head of the New York State Civil Service under Nelson Rockefeller, and in 1977, became the first Black woman to be appointed to the U.S. Civil Service Commission; she was appointed by President Jimmy Carter. She continued her service at the federal level as Vice Chairperson of the Merit System Protection Board – a role that positioned her as one of the highest ranking Black women in the Reagan administration.

She also was the National Vice President of the Urban League and served on a number of Boards of Directors, including the Whitney M. Young Memorial Foundation, Inc. She was the recipient of many awards and citations for her contributions to society; she had a special interest in creating education programs for young people.

Born and raised in Kentucky, Ms. Poston later earned a Bachelor of Arts degree from Kentucky State University in 1942 and her Masters of Social Work from Atlanta University (now Clark Atlanta University) in 1946.

President’s Message

Continued from Page 2

While the Chapter staff and leadership are preparing for the new program year, we remained busy this past summer as well. An exciting new Task Force for Social Workers of Asian Descent, spearheaded by Executive Committee member, Susan Wong and other leaders of the Asian social work community, met throughout the summer. A Diversity Plan Oversight Committee, chaired by Executive Committee member, Gwen Butler and others, met over the summer as well to continue the ongoing development of the Chapter’s Diversity Plan. The Gerontology Committee welcomed the New York City Department for the Aging Commissioner, Dr. Lilliam Barrios-Paoli, for an interactive conversation with Chapter members. Commissioner Paoli shared new developments in the aging service delivery system, provided insights into her plans for strengthening it and highlighted the central role of social workers in service provision for older adults and their families in New York City. The New Professionals Task Force held a well-received program at the Chapter office focusing on the nuts and bolts of successful job seeking and career building within the profession. Presentations were made by a panel of experts including NASW Pioneer, Frances Gautieri, who helped to lay out strategies for professional success.

What is coming up this Fall? In addition to the rich offerings of the Chapter’s Continuing Education Program, there are a number of other opportunities for Chapter members to participate in and enjoy. The Emerging Leaders Awards Dinner will be held on December 3rd, and I encourage all members who are heads of agencies and programs, and colleagues of new professionals, to submit nominations of those who have not only demonstrated outstanding capabilities in their professional work, but have also gone beyond this in helping to strengthen communities, start new programs, and improve the lives of individuals, families and groups. In these times of fiscal constraint, celebrating innovation, initiative and leadership of new professionals is priceless.

The Chapter is also planning another teach-in on social work licensing for the Fall. One of the unique dimensions of social work education that distinguishes us from most other helping professions is our coursework on social welfare policy and advocacy. This foundational curriculum positions social workers to understand our New York State licensing law as a workforce development program intended not only as practice and consumer protection, but also as a way to promote the wellbeing of the populations that social workers serve throughout New York City and State. While professional licensing issues are complex, we as social workers are educated to analyze, debate and speak out on all legislation that affects our clients and our profession.

I hope as you read through this issue of Currents, you will take out your appointment calendar and begin to update your fall schedule with the many activities available to you by virtue of being an NASW-NYC Chapter member. Last but not least, think about becoming active in one (or more) of NASW-NYC’s many committees and task forces, as well as the NYC Political Action for Candidate Election (PACE), the political action arm of the Chapter. Please consider stepping forward when the Nominations Committee, headed by Mark Goodwin, announces the call for candidates to become next year’s Chapter elected leaders.

This year I want to extend a very special welcome to my long-time colleague Dr. Susan Nayowith, who assumed the position of President-Elect in July 2009, and will succeed me as President in July 2010. Dr. Nayowith has had many years of demonstrated leadership in the field of social work in New York City, and will bring her experience to the Chapter this year and into her presidency. I want to also take this opportunity to congratulate Dr. Darrell Wheeler in his election to First Vice President of the National Board of Directors. We have a great team of leaders moving forward!
Following an extensive search, the Chapter selected Launa Kliever, MSW, as the Associate Director on July 1, 2009.

Launa is a 2006 graduate of Columbia University School of Social Work, having concentrated in policy practice and contemporary social issues. She also has a bachelor of science in interdisciplinary studies from the University of North Texas where she acquired a certificate in elementary education.

Launa had served as the Chapter’s Interim Associate Director since December 2008, and enabled the Chapter to maintain its extensive array of programming, projects and activities while it was in a period of transition. Launa’s contributions during this period were considerable, as she learned the components of the job with considerable speed. She is now helping the office enter into a new program year that will include new opportunities, challenges, and some degree of organizational change.

Prior to serving as Interim Associate Director, Launa was Project Director of the Latino Social Work Task Force for 18 months. The Task Force is a collaboration between the Puerto Rican Family Institute, Inc. and NASW-NYC. Her position was time-limited and was underwritten by the United Way and the New York City Council.

Launa also served as a founding co-chair of the Chapter’s New Professionals Task Force. Launa first became involved with NASW-NYC while she was a social work intern with the Undoing Racism Internship Project, which is now entering its fifth year as a collaboration between the People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond, NASW-NYC, the Jewish Board for Families and Children’s Services, and several schools of social work, including Hunter College, Columbia University and Fordham University.

Launa has broad responsibilities relating to the Chapter’s work and staffing, which includes oversight of anticipated changes in the newsletter, Currents, as it becomes integrated into an array of communications which are increasingly electronic. She is responsible for oversight of the Continuing Education Program and expanding advertising, both of which represent significant non-dues revenue streams for the Chapter.

Launa is also working closely with the Undoing Racism Internship Project Steering Committee and with the Social Workers of African Descent Task Force, which is focusing on workforce issues, including professional and leadership development.

Approximately one hundred social workers gathered on June 25, 2009 at Hartley House for a non-partisan candidate forum hosted by NASW-NYC PACE. Eleven candidates attended or sent surrogates to the event including: Mayoral candidates, Tony Avella and William C. Thompson; candidates running for NYC Comptroller, John C. Liu, Joe Mendola, David Weprin and David Yassky; and candidates running for Public Advocate, Bill de Blasio, Eric N. Gioia (pictured above), Mark Green, Normal H. Siegal and Alex T. Zablocki. Visit the Chapter website at www.naswnyc.org to see a listing of NASW-NYC PACE endorsements and to review candidates’ completed questionnaires.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SEPTEMBER 2009 - NOVEMBER 2009

(All meetings held at the Chapter Office unless otherwise specified)

Wednesday, September 9, 2009
NASW-NYC PACE
6:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Friday, September 11, 2009
Disaster Trauma Committee
Topic: 8th Annual 9/11 Anniversary Reflection and Remembrance Meeting
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

Monday, September 14, 2009
Social Workers Advancing the Human Animal Bond
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, September 23, 2009
Addictions Committee
9:15 a.m. - 11:15 a.m.

Tuesday, September 29, 2009
Gerontological Social Work Committee
Topic: Health Care Reform
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Friday, October 2, 2009
Private Practitioners Group
Topic: Fee & Marketing Support Group Meeting with Lynne Spevack, LCSW
12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Monday, October 5, 2009
Social Workers Advancing the Human Animal Bond
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, October 14, 2009
NASW-NYC PACE
6:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Thursday, October 15, 2009
New Professionals Task Force Meet-up
Location: TBD
6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, October 28, 2009
Addictions Committee
9:15 a.m. - 11:15 a.m.

Wednesday, October 28, 2009
LGBT Committee Networking and Social Event
Location: LGBT Center, 208 W. 13th St., Manhattan
6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Monday, November 2, 2009
Social Workers Advancing the Human Animal Bond
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
CMPS
A New York State Licensure-Qualifying Institute
Chartered by the Board of Regents of the University of the State of New York

Our Certificate Program in Psychoanalysis

- Comprehensive training in the theory and practice of psychoanalysis
- Clinical experience in treating the full range of emotional disorders
- Discussion-oriented classes • Designed for working professionals
- Fall Semester begins September 14th, 2009

THE ONE-YEAR PROGRAM introduces modern psychoanalytic theory and technique to professionals from mental health, education, the arts, humanities, and business. Students enhance therapeutic skills and generate insights about themselves, their work, and their clients.

THE EXTENSION DIVISION offers courses, seminars, and events for those interested in learning more about modern psychoanalysis and its applications. Open to professionals and the interested public.

〜 Fall Extension Division Programs begin Sept. 25th 〜

Center for Modern Psychoanalytic Studies
16 West 10th Street. NYC 10011 • Information on all Programs & Events: 212.260.7050 or www.cmps.edu
NYSEPH
N.Y. Milton H. Erickson Society for Psychotherapy and Hypnosis

Classes will begin in October of 2009-2010

NYSEPH is chartered by the N.Y. State Board of Regents since 1984. We offer an intensive, 100-hour training program that covers many Ericksonian and Clinical Hypnosis techniques.

NYSEPH is certified by ASCH (American Society of Clinical Hypnosis).

NYSEPH offers CEU’s to MSWs in New York State

Visit our website: www.nyseph.org
For more information, call 212-873-6459
E-mail us at nysephinfo@earthlink.net

Thinking about becoming a psychoanalyst?

Consider training at NPAP. NPAP welcomes a diverse group of professionals in social work, psychology, medicine, the arts, sciences, law, philosophy, and business-related fields.

Contact us to:
- Learn about our comprehensive training program
- Learn about NPAP’s dynamic and congenial culture
- Speak with candidates and faculty members

Founded in 1948, NPAP is a community dedicated to psychoanalytic thought, training, and treatment. NPAP is a New York State approved psychoanalytic training institute – our training fulfills requirements for the NYS psychoanalytic license.

National Psychological Association for Psychoanalysis
40 West 13th Street
New York, NY
www.npap.org
212.924.7440
info@npap.org

The Institute for Expressive Analysis
150 East 84th Street, Suite 2P NYC 10028
www.ieany.com

The Institute for Expressive Analysis offers training in psychoanalysis. All MA level professionals welcome to apply.

Est. 1978. New York State License Qualifying Program.

Explore training in
Contemporary Freudian Object Relations
Jungian Analysis
Self Psychology
Relational and Intersubjective Theory

* License qualifying program
* Small classes
* Opportunities for clinical experience through IEA’s referral service
* Option to explore non-verbal creative arts techniques
* Earn certificate in psychoanalysis

Please contact our director of admissions, Judith Young, at (212) 986-1809 for more information or for an interview.
PTI of NYFS

Psychoanalytic Training Institute of the New York Freudian Society

Two-Year Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy Program in NYC

To meet today's career and training demands, this innovative program of once-a-week evening classes features:

- a curriculum that spans the life cycle from a developmental perspective
- a theoretical foundation in dynamic models of the mind
- an integration of theory with technique as applied to clinical practice
- distinguished lecturers and experienced faculty

Free weekly supervision is included in tuition, and a certificate is awarded upon program completion.

For more information call Loretta Hayes at 212-463-8036.

Visit us at www.nyfreudian.org

THE NEW YORK INSTITUTE FOR PSYCHOThERAPY TRAINING
In Infancy, Childhood and Adolescence

APPLICATIONS DUE SEPT. 7TH 2009

We offer a three-year training program in the theory and technique of working psychodynamically with needy infants, children, adolescents and their parents.

Training includes one seminar per week (Tuesdays, 7-9 P.M.) and one hour of weekly individual supervision. Candidates work with children and their parents at mental health centers for six patient hours per week. Payment for clinical hours covers tuition and supervision expenses.

Individual psychodynamic psychotherapy is required and must be approved.

The program is open to all mental health professionals.

For program information go to www.nyipt.org or contact:
Dr. Tracy Simon, Co-Director, NYIPT at 212-343-0021

NYIPT is non-profit and provisionally chartered by the NYS Dept. of Ed. Board of Regents
NYUSilver
Silver School of Social Work
advancing professionals, advancing the profession

Division of Lifelong Learning and Professional Development

Post-Master’s Certificate Programs for Fall 2009

- Advanced Clinical Practice and Contemporary Approaches to Clinical Practice
- Child and Family Therapy (Rockland County only)
- Clinical Approaches to the Addictions
- Clinical Practice with Adolescents
- Clinical Supervision
- Executive Leadership in the Not-for-Profit Sector
- Palliative and End-of-Life Care

For more information and to register
Visit www.socialwork.nyu.edu/program09
Call 212.998.5963
E-mail ssw.continuinged@nyu.edu
New York University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution.

BUILD YOUR PRACTICE AND EARN SUPERVISED LCSW HOURS

...CONSIDER NYSPP...
for advanced clinical training in
Adult Psychotherapy
Adult Psychoanalysis
Child and Adolescent Treatment

NYSSP offers an ego structuring and object relations curriculum that deepens the craft of Psychotherapy by integrating traditional and contemporary analytic thinking.

- Small interactive clinically oriented classes, outstanding faculty integrating supervision, academic work and clinical practice.
- Undertaking of personal treatment to deepen therapeutic self-awareness.
- Collegial and supportive membership society that fosters networking, mentoring and continuous professional growth.
- Ongoing intellectual pursuits through an annual program of seminars and scientific presentations.
- Opportunities for clinical experience through the Institute’s Referral Service.

THE NEW YORK SCHOOL FOR PSYCHOANALYTIC PSYCHOTHERAPY AND PSYCHOANALYSIS
200 West 57th St, NY, NY 10019 212 245 7045
www.nyspp.org - or - www.nyspp.com

Chartered by the New York State Board of Regents in 1980

MITPP is affiliated with the Metropolitan Center for Mental Health (MCMH), an Office of Mental Health (OMH) licensed clinic. Social Workers who train at MITPP can count their hours of practice at MCMH toward LCSW licensure in accordance with New York State Law. MITPP trains those with Masters’ Degrees in other disciplines to qualify for the New York State license in Psychoanalysis.

Earn and learn while working towards LCSW licensure and a Certificate in Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy.
Details: www.mitpp.org

For further information contact: Joyce A. Lerner, LCSW, Director, MITPP
160 West 86th Street, NY, NY 10024 Phone: (212) 496-2858
Email: mitppnyc@aol.com Website: www.MITPP.org

METROPOLITAN INSTITUTE
FOR TRAINING IN PSYCHOANALYTIC PSYCHOTHERAPY

Since 1962

Contemporary Certificate Programs in Adult and Child-Adolescent Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

- Affordable Training
- Clinical Experience Upon Entering
- Evening Classes
- Independent Courses
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ATTENTION SOCIAL WORKERS!

If you have a client who is faced with cleaning up years of hoarded clutter, feeling overwhelmed, and not sure where to start.

Give us a call, we are here to help!

Spring Cleaning Service
For all your cleaning needs!
Call (212) 962-6730 ask for Eszter

“Our goal is to help reduce or eliminate the shame that prevents people from getting treatment and to give a sense of hope that getting better is possible.”

CHD
THE CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Directors: Lynne Sacher, PhD & Susan Jakubowicz, PhD, ACSW

New York State Licensure-Qualifying Program in Psychoanalysis
New York State Chartered Institute
Full Member Institute, ABAP (national accrediting agency)

- Certification in Psychoanalysis
- Certification in Modern Group Studies
- Certification in Marriage and Family Therapy
- CASAC courses
- NASW and NBCC Continuing Education Credits
- CHD course credits may be used toward the doctorates in psychoanalysis offered by Heed University (www.heed.edu)

For information about our programs, journal Current Trends in Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy, our June workshops, or our Open Houses, please contact us.
The Center for Human Development
 Telephone: (212) 642-6393
 E-mail: CtrHumanDev@aol.com
 Website: thecenterforhumandevelopment.org

2009-2010
NYC
HYPNOSIS TRAINING
ASCH Certified

www.ClinicalHypnosisTraining.com

Weekend Classes

Classes in
Introductory & Intermediate Hypnosis
Advanced Seminars
ASCH Approved Consultation
Open House

FOR MORE INFORMATION
call CATCH: (212) 531 - 1322
or e-mail: CATCHHypnosis@aol.com
www.ClinicalHypnosisTraining.com

CENTER FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF TRAINING IN CLINICAL HYPNOSIS
Do you have a client who suffers from hoarding, cluttering or extreme disorganization?

I am a Professional Organizer who works one-on-one in a client’s home or office developing tools to get organized and stay that way.

Within a supportive, non-judgmental framework, I help people strengthen their ability to make decisions, reclaim their space, and nurture the belief that they deserve the sanctuary we create together.

“The patients I have referred to Johanna have made enormous progress in editing and organizing their apartments. Johanna is skilled, kind and supportive. I highly recommend her.”...Jane Martin, LCSW, NYC

Johanna Heinemann-Haas
NAPO Member
917-860-1293
johannaeh1@earthlink.net
encouraginghandsorganizing.com

Finally, 21st Century Mental Health Billing
You’ll wish you’d called years ago
Special NASW member discounts

Medicare Problems? The Blues got you down?
Let our experts remove headaches from your practice.
No worries about authorizations, eligibility or credentialing!
Collect rejected & ignored claims.

Health Assets Management, Inc.
www.healthassetsmanagement.com
845-334-3680
Accredited by Better Business Bureau
www.bbb.org

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Are you interested in Part-Time Assignments that help your community and offer personal satisfaction along with a modest compensation? ReServe matches retired professionals 50+ with work in NYC nonprofit agencies. You receive $10/ hour, plus the satisfaction of contributing your skills to your communities. Contact us at: www.reserveinc.org or (212) 792-6205

Psychotherapists and Intake Workers, LCSW, fee for service, Part-Time - Adult/Child - Saturday availability, bilingual Spanish/English helpful. Send resumes: Director of Clinical Services, Metropolitan Center for Mental Health, 160 West 86th Street, New York, NY 10024, Fax (212) 362-9451, E-mail: psaunders@metropolitancenter.com

LCSW – Therapist – Fee for Service – 2 evenings per week, Richmond Hill, Queens. Experience with school-age children, adolescents and their families. Bi-lingual a plus. LCSW supervision provided. Send resumes to Sal Violo, PDHP, 112-06 86th Avenue, Richmond Hill, N.Y. 11418 or e-mail to pdhqueens@aol.com

OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE

Wall Street Area – Large, lovely office, with large window, in 2-office suite. Spacious, shared waiting area. Separate kitchenette area with microwave and small refrigerator. Available Mondays, Fridays and weekends for full or partial-day rental. Contact: Cynthia Callsen, (212) 608-9680, cyncall@aol.com


Greenwich Village (Fifth Avenue and 9th Street) – Landmark doorman building in ideal location. Furnished, shared waiting room, ground-floor suite. Large and small office available full days. Call (212) 529-6656 or (914) 396-7774

Training in Group Therapy and Psychotherapy
For experienced clinicians who want to develop their skills as group therapists and psychotherapists

When:
Fall 2009
Where:
Manhattan - Upper East Side
Offered by:
Harold Bernard, Ph.D., Past President, American Group Psychotherapy Assoc., Faculty Member, NYU School of Medicine, Private Practice, Manhattan and Westport, CT

For information or to schedule an initial meeting (no fee) contact:
Harold Bernard, Ph.D.
(212) 794-9833 or hbernard@aol.com

Washington Square Institute for Psychotherapy & Mental Health
41-51 E. 11th Street, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10003

The Institute is celebrating Its 50th Anniversary as an outstanding Training & Treatment Center in the Heart of Greenwich Village

Applications are being accepted for the Fall 2009 Semester to the following
NYS Regents approved programs.
Classes begin 9.30.09

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy Training Program:
(a NYSED license qualifying program, 4-5yrs)
Supervision of the Analytic Process (one year)
Family Forensics Training Program (2 years)

For more information please contact Registrar at 212-477-2600
Or visit our website at www.WSI.org
Offices.

5th Ave. / 13th St.
dstanwyck@hotmail.com or (646) 498-5279
F/T or P/T, 1 or 2 days negotiable, Tues.
large-windowed room, secure building.

Fifth Avenue at 20th Street
West side train/ busses. Info: (212) 633-0486
Centrally located, accessible to East and psychotherapy office space for rent.

Flatiron Area, East 21st St. / Broadway
Sleek, modern Psychotherapy Suite in secure, professional bldg. with lobby attendant. High floor with large windows. F/T, P/T, wide price range for inner and windowed offices.
New Greenwich Associates, (212) 473-1010, newgreenwich@aol.com

Gramercy Park – Views and keys to the park; Lobby floor; Suite of three therapy offices. Furnished including phones. Day and evening availability. Call (212) 687-5335

5th Avenue and 30th Street – F/T, P/T.
Large, sunny, multi-windowed offices in a newly built psychotherapy suite. Each sound-proofed office has wood floors, high ceilings, individually controlled A/C and a small closet for the therapist. Beautifully decorated waiting rooms. Kitchen and bathrooms in suite. Centrally located. Near all subways. All expenses including electricity, A/C, cleaning and supplies are included in reasonable rents. Long term leases available if desired. Please contact David Sumberg at ubellsumberg@aol.com or (212) 679-5585, office or (646) 285-3489, cell

31st Street and 6th Ave. – Loads of sun and sweeping views! Large windowed office available full-time in small private suite on high floor of fully staffed professional building. Unbelievably convenient location - Less than 5 minutes to every subway line in the city, plus PATH, NJ Transit and LIRR. 24/7 access, manned lobby, tastefully decorated large waiting area, full staff kitchen, all utilities included. Contact Larry Iannotti, (212) 465-1917

34th Street (near Fifth Avenue) – New expanded office space. Ideal midtown location, windowed, furnished office, suitable for psychotherapy, counseling. Available F/T PT and hourly. Reception; answering service; cleaning; all utilities. Local phone use included. High speed internet access available. Friendly environment, Networking; collegial interaction. Call (212) 947-7111, Barbara at the Private Practice Center of New York

East 37th Street (Park and Lexington) – Tree lined street; private entrance on ground floor of brick townhouse; suite of 3 therapy offices; part-time availability. Call (212) 687-5335

5th Avenue at 39th Street – Beautiful 2-office suite, luxury building, doorman / concierge, waiting room, bath and kitchen. Perfect for individual and group therapy. Reasonable and available Monday and Friday. Call, (212) 889-7013

Grand Central Station Area – Professional offices for rent. Furnished psychotherapy office spaces to share in professional suite. Well-maintained, secure building, shared waiting room. Call (212) 867-4270 or (347) 678-8880

Near Grand Central – Single Parent Resource Center: 2 person office, share meeting room, kitchen and reception area. 24/7 security, internet ready, cleaning included. $1,000 per month. Contact Eileen Terzo at etpeace@aol.com

51st Street and 1st Ave. Beekman Place – Sunny, large, beautifully furnished office in 3-office suite. Tranquil garden view. Available Wed. thru Sun., days and evenings. $250/ day plus expenses with 2 day minimum, discount on additional days. (212) 832-1526
Riverside Drive in low 80s – Beautiful
Janet (212) 861-2383
and restroom. Reasonably priced. Call
office, newly renovated lobby, waiting room
East Side location near subway. Furnished
Extras: Membership in an athletic club with
an Olympic size swimming pool on the 32nd
floor; and a sub-basement parking garage
under the building. Interested parties phone: (914) 576-2982

West End Avenue and 68th Street - Lincoln
Towers – Spacious (20’x12’), beautiful,
quiet, convenient office in therapy suite;
doorman, intercom, lobby floor. Available:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday mornings until
2 p.m.; Friday starting 2 p.m. through
afternoon and evening, Saturday all day.
Rent dependent on time needed. Contact:
Bruce: (212) 580-8419

Brooklyn Heights – Attractive part-time
furnished offices in psychotherapy suite.
Convenient to all subways. Large waiting
room. A/C and Intercom system. Secure
24-hr. building. Contact Debra (718)
624-3192; dctr1@aol.com

Forest Hills, Queens – Part-time office
comfortably furnished, A/C, refrigerator,
microwave, phone. Shared waiting
room, private entrance with security, and
intercom, short walk from transportation.
Call (718) 261-7337

Forest Hills, Queens – Attractive, furnished
psychotherapy offices in suite of 3. A/C,
windowed, private intercom. Ground floor
professional wing, wheelchair accessible.
Excellent location 1 block North of Queens
Bld. Near parkways, bus, subway and
LIRR. Convenient street parking. Congenial
smoke-free environment. Opportunities for
networking/ referrals. Full-time or 2 days/
week minimum. Call (718) 793-9592

Forest Hills, Queens – Affordable fully
furnished part-time offices exclusively for
mental health professionals. Individual,
group, analytical rooms. Ideal for
networking. Near LIRR, buses and subway,
Queens Blvd. Two hour metered parking.
Forest Hills Center for private practice.
(718) 786-4990 or e-mail karen@fhipa.com

Kew Gardens – Private suite in residential
building on quiet tree lined block.
Furnished offices with window. Includes
reception, cleaning, restroom, electricity,
DSL. (FT/PT). Near train/ LIRR, bus, car.
(718) 441-3444 or lcsw@lcswofnypc.org

Little Neck, Queens – Warm, comfortable,
lots of light, newly built and elegantly
furnished offices. Triple insulated office
walls provide quiet privacy. Free Wireless
Internet. Locked Mailboxes. Tenant listing
in the building’s directory. Rent by the
hour/ day/ month. Please contact Igal
Levy at (516) 817-8879

Garden City, 7th Street – Part-time/ Full-
time office space to sublet in professional
office suite in doorman building. Newly
renovated. Networking possibilities. Great
Neck office also available. Contact N.
Michael (800) 711-9775

SOCIAL WORK SERVICES

Group Consultation – Experienced
in all forms of therapy. NYU faculty,
published author: counter-transference,
harm reduction. In a supportive group
discuss effective techniques, working with
the “difficult” client, avoiding premature
termination, retaining clients. Tuesdays at
7 p.m., Village, near subway. Mark Sehl,
Ph.D., LCSW (212) 228-3467,
www.marksehl.com

Psychotherapist Centered Consultation
– Let us meet and determine what your
needs are and how we can work together
to further your professional development.
Thirty-Nine years of experience in a
clinical practice. LCSW, R, CEAP with
expertise in multi-modalities/orientations
for the full spectrum of DSM-V disorders
and problems of substance abuse. Jerry
Pecker, LCSW, (212) 496-5494

Attachment-focused experienced LCSW
– Therapist with expertise in applying
attachment theory and the use of self
concepts into clinical practice. Offering
consultation in Brooklyn and Manhattan.
Rejuvenate your skills with the most
exciting new developments in the field of
attachment with a supportive consultant.
Contact Ally Neuman at (718) 974-6706
or ally.neuman@mssm.edu
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Clinical Consultation for EMDR Certification, Consultant-In-Training and General Practice – Experienced psychotherapist and EMDRIA Approved Consultant offers affordable consultation for wide range of clinical issues. Approach to treatment is psychodynamic and psychoenergetic, integrating mind-body-energy with mindfulness, psychotherapy, EFT and transpersonal methods. Karen L. Arthur, LCSW (212) 947-7111, ext 364

A Prosperous Private Practice Can Be Yours! – Lynne Spevack LCSW, practice building consultant, offers moderately priced groups and customized individual consultations in Manhattan and Brooklyn. Learn how to develop a steady flow of clients and skillfully set, adjust and collect fees to ensure an adequate income. (718) 377-3400, LynneSpevack@aol.com


CLINICAL CONSULTATION for LCSWs - Psychodynamic, effective use of self. 25 years experience, former Clinic Director, Institute Faculty. Expertise with child/adolescents. Supportive, challenging, flexible. Credit to R. Convenient Village location. Mona Daniels LCSW (212) 627-2080


Calling ALL Social Work MOMS – Would you love to: Move from chaos to calm? Turn procrastination into productivity? Finding yourself feeling frazzled, overwhelmed, disorganized? Develop strategies to better organize your life, kids/family, home, practice/career. Call for a 30 minute complementary telephone consultation. (212)-734-4302 Karen Perlman, LCSW ADHD Coaching, Family Therapy, Wellness Consulting e-mail: Karen@MomsLifeBalanceCoaching.com website: www.MomsLifeBalanceCoaching.com

AFFORDABLE CLINICAL CONSULTATION Services – to support your professional growth. Psychodynamic, gestalt and systems methods. 27 years practice and supervisory experience. Institute senior faculty. Enhance your clinical skills with individuals, groups, couples and families. For free initial phone consultation, call Louis Levy, LCSW, CGP at (212) 722-0505 or e-mail groupx18@aol.com

PracticaBilling – Electronic claim submissions for mental health professionals. Get paid fast, get paid more. Reimbursement verification, authorization tracking, insurance credentialing, “lite” collections and more. We talk to insurance companies so you don’t have to. (718) 493-4785. www.practicabilling.com

Group Case Consultations with Dr. Wolf Pappenheim – Member British Psychoanalytic Society, International Psychoanalytic Assoc. Transference: Recognizing and Interpreting It. Two small groups, one for treatment of adults, the other of children. Readings: Winnicott, Klein, Bion, Joseph, Fairbairn; Relational, Intersubjective, Self-Psychological contributions - whatever might be useful. Call (212) 831-1637 or e-mail wpappen@Netscape.net for further details. Private or phone consultation by arrangement

2-Year, Holistic, Integrative, Body-Oriented Psychotherapy Training in Core Energetics for Certification, in Garrison, NY. Also individual workshops, CE credits, Contact, Karyne Wilner PSYD, (401) 316-7041, www.coreenergetics.org

CBT Study Group Forming – Prospective clients and employers value CBT trained clinicians. Acquire/ enhance CBT skills and integrate CBT with other therapeutic approaches using a warm, engaging style. Time limited group or individual consultation emphasizing case discussion and role play. Lynne Spevack, LCSW - 25+ yrs of experience as a therapist, supervisor and instructor, offices in Manhattan and Brooklyn. LynneSpevack@aol.com, (718) 377-3400

SITUATIONS WANTED

Office Space Wanted – In Park Slope or Brooklyn Heights for all day Tuesdays and possibly Thursday evenings. Contact Ally Neuman (718) 974-6706

Administrative Assistance for Therapists – Experienced Administrative Assistant available for P/T hours. Skills include: monthly billing, reconciling payments, authorizations, patient reports, record keeping, more. For quality short-term assistance or ongoing support, contact Pegeen (718) 979-8121. References available

Are You Getting Our E-mails? You may be missing important information from the Chapter.

Call the Chapter office at (212) 668-0050 to update your e-mail address.
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Symposium on Reducing Racial Disproportionality in the Child Welfare System

Hosted by The People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond
Co-Sponsored by NASW-NYC

Monday, September 21, 2009
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Location:
Baruch College, Mason Hall
17 Lexington Avenue at 23rd Street
New York, NY 10010

For more information and online registration, visit the website at: www.EndRacialDisproportionality.com
or call (212) 957-5305

Don’t forget to register to attend the Undoing Racism™ Workshop to be held at the NASW-NYC Chapter Office.
Sunday, September 25, 2009 - Tuesday, September 27, 2009
Visit the NASW-NYC website at www.naswnyc.org for more details.

Job Announcement
Assistant Editor for Currents

NASW-NYC seeks candidates with strong written and communication skills and a flexible schedule to team with the Editor and Production Assistant in all steps of bringing the newsletter from the planning stage to final print-ready copy. The Assistant Editor’s primary responsibilities include copy editing, proofreading, preparation of announcements, as well as planning and revision of overall layout.

The newsletter is published six times during the program year on a set schedule. The Assistant Editor will need to have the ability to align one’s hours with the production schedule, including a more intensive concentration of hours during the two weeks prior to the print deadline.

Salary: $30 – $40 per hour, depending upon skill and experience. Send cover letter, resume and publication-ready writing sample to ads@naswnyc.org or NASW-NYC, 50 Broadway, Suite 1001, NY, NY 10004. NASW-NYC is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer.

For a more detailed listing of job requirements, visit the NASW-NYC website at www.naswnyc.org